
• Lightweight, sharp, dependable - everything 
you want in a pocket knife, guaranteed. The 
blade locks open for use and securely folds 
shut for safety and convenient storage. 

• Strength, agility and ease in one sharp          
package. This American-made knife is  
praised by its owners. High-carbon, stainless 
steel blade available with straight- or  
Double-D®- edge. Clip easily reverses for left 
or right pockets. Makes a great gift and can 
be engraved.

• From your backyard to your boat and          
everywhere in between, this American-made 
knife is up to the task. Its lightweight and 
convenient size make it easy to carry and 
store just about anywhere. Lockback design 
securely locks the blade open for added 
strength and control. Blade available with 
straight- or Double-D®- edge. For a memora-
ble gift, engrave the blade or handle.  

Use to:
• Cut or slice a variety of items.
• Outfit your backpack or garden bag.
• Cut twine or thin rope.

I'm a professional Mariner and use my knife on a daily 

basis.....Bought my lockback at the Annapolis Boat show 

- 12 years ago. The knife looks like new and the blade has 

retained its original luster. 

Usually sharpen 

every 3-4 months.... 

Will probably be the last 

knife I ever buy.     

- Online reviewer

Product Brief

2-3/4" Lockback 
Knife 

Item #1891BK

Perfectly sized for a multitude of tasks.

Lockback design securely locks the blade open.

A memorable gift.

Why the 2-3/4" Lockback Knife?
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American-Made Knives.
Guaranteed Forever.



High-carbon, 
stainless steel

Holds a sharp edge 
while maintaining its beauty. 

Resists rust and corrosion.

Exclusive Double-D® edge
A series of three recessed cutting 

edges make a smooth, clean cut with 
less pressure. Points protect blade to 

retain sharpness.

 Optional: 
Straight edge

 30-degree angle and 
 ultra-sharp edge for 
 smooth cutting.

Lock tumbler
Locks blade in place during use.

Handle material
Glass reinforced nylon.

Handle color only available in Black.
Blade and handle can be engraved.

Design, 
Material &   
Craftsmanship

2-3/4" Lockback Knife        
#1891BK
Blade length: 2-7/8"
Overall length: 6-7/8"
Weight:  2.2 oz.

Special Manufacturing Steps
Laser Cut
A powerful beam of light is programmed to burn 
through the steel, following the exact shape 
and dimensions of the blade making very clean, 
smooth edges and is very precise.

Heat Treat Process
A unique three-step process of extreme heat, 
deep freezing and tempering that makes the 
blade hard yet flexible, stain resistant and able to 
hold a sharp edge.

High-Speed Buffing
The edge is buffed in this extra step, taking it 
from sharp to razor sharp.
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I bought this knife for my husband, to replace 

the same knife which he lost. He asked me to get 

him another one because it is the best knife he 

has ever had. He works on military ships and 

uses it a lot. He says it holds a sharp edge and 

is easy to sharpen when needed. He is not one 

who likes to spend money, so for him to ASK for 

this knife says a lot. I love all of Cutco products 

and will not buy any other knives.

   - Online reviewer
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